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ABSTRACT
This Study investigatez the question of test bias to

'develop an _index of 'the appropriatenees of a test to a particular
socioeconomic or racial-ethnic gr oup. Bias is defined as an,item by
'race interaction 'in an analysis-of-variaime deiign. The mamPle4-Nof 172

. third graders at. two' integrated schools in. A large California school
district, included 26 white studerts, 20 Blacks, 64
Mex,ican-Americans, and 37 Orientalei. In order to obtain the initial
inforrration about item by race inteTaction, the Stanford Achievement
Test, Paragraph Meaning subtest was used. Item regression data for
six racial pairirigs were inspected; Whites/Blacks;
,Whi.ces/Mexican-Americans; Whites/Orientils; Blacks/Mexican-Americans;
Black/Orientals; and Mexican-AmeriCans/Orientals. _Various methods of
establishing the existence and nature of test bias arediscussed,
with the conclusion that test bias Cannot be conclusively
demonstrated in a wholly satisfactory manner. One method, was
nontheless selected and applied to test items administrated to two
field-test schools for the purpose of investigating bias. The results
of thaf small-scale study' are discussed, but do,not-offer compelling:
reasons for the observed racial ethnic differences. . (Author/LS) ,
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The Center for -the Study Evaliptidn' is engaged in numerous studies"

involving the dissemination and application of evaluat
, 4--

nation's classrooms. .Ttre Center has designed workshops

school:personnel in ey_aluation techniques and, at the sad
-

ethpdolod In, the .

and kilts to ediicate

"iime, has tried

f in .a' for% both.tto present those.evaluation techniques to school persrgir

appropriatA and useful to them. The most coMmonly Used technique in .eduda-
,

. tional evaluation, at ,this.time, is the measurement of .student performance

, through use of standardized test instruments. In the cg Tlementary School

Teti:Evaluations e.Haepfn r R. StrIckland,' G. , tangel, G..,
C"ClerI :

Jansen, 'P., and'

Patatno,,M:?,.,197.(5), the nter° has provided iriformat ion or4

iished stS.and subtstgofor use, in elementarrschools. 'On

ver 1,600 pub-

the basii of

this. 1 oimation school principals are enabled to choose the testg most

suitable for VAT needs in their. schOois .

The tests were evaluated and rated on 24, criteria; six of these criteria

'were concerned with the tests''appropriatenesses 'foe the students being test-

ed. This "appropriateness was interpreted, for the sake of simplicity and

géneTalizabilitjr, as appropriateness to 'an average class n each grade (tests

for grades I 3r, 5, and..6 were evaluated). At the same time, the Center

acknOwledged that some-tests may be'morg or less ap opriate for certain

socioeeonomic or ethnic .groups.

Many school districtst , particularly in lower socioeconomic and highly

ethnic,neighborhoods, are under pressure from teachers and/or parents to
.

abandon testing completely becadge the tests are felt to be imppropriate.
for 'their "connunities. If one Considers that testing has.two functions,

'

pupil placement and the nieasfirement of program effectiveness,s the ibolitionr
of testing can be seen as being potentially beneflicial in ending the abuse4



in pupil, placement due to the use of inappropriate ancr biased teits; but

such abolition would inhibit measurement of program effectivenesi, thereby

inhtating prodajimprovement and program change. This is particularly

quewhen the test is appropriate .(referenced) to the instructional program.

The Center felt it necessary to investigate the question of test bias,
r

with the intention of developing an index of the appropriateness of a test

to .apartibular socioeconomiC or racial-ethnic )
group. This would be a val-

uable appendix to the CSE Elementary School Evaluations, expanding its use-.
fukness to a broader range of school and pupil .types. Our intent was to

isolate either .the tests or the test items that exhibited characteristics

indicating bias, induce tlie aspects of the tesb or items that ,are common

. to the "biased" measures; ancl from those aspects develbp k quantitative

index of wIlat might be called "predicted bias" which cotald be generalized

and Applied to a wide range ot test instruments.

Approaches to Measuring Bias

In attempting. develop its own bias indexes, the Center considered

several approaches that have been described and employed in ihe

External ExPanations of Test Bias
, )

Several/of the .proceditres for. explaining, or' establishirtg the existence
i

.. ,.

of test bias depend upon criteria external to the...te,st instrignent itself.
. Y

Characteristics of norMs and validities are .eXamples of this t*e.
/

Bias 12x. Norm Sample. Certain tests'may.haves different norm iamikes

that' cause differences *among racial and. socio-economic groups. If.j.t is

assigned that, ,rele ve to a .Particular objective.of achievement or4ptitude1
,

there are nbt qs tic and reliable differences in underlying standings
0
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04 among the yari.o& subgroups in the population, then for a veridiCal test of
I

I 1

' It.
1 that aptitude dr achievement it shbuldnq matter whether the norm sample -

. , . .

: I

i

. .3

41,

systematically, excludes members of any subgroup; the obtained norms would .

be mOre or less aPpriiiidte for all subgroups in the'poPulation.
.

But Millman and Lindlof (1964) have shown that different tests with,,
different norm samples ri.e3.A markedly different percentile norms by the

. I

ecS4-percentile method. The Specific differences had been previously

'noted by several investigators and test users. More to the Point, however,

Eagle and. Harris (1969) 'sh6wed. signifidant differences in white-non:white

p

a

a.

compirisons ±br two different tests. One test-could be said to favor whites

nuch more than the other. These findings may hpe been due to the norms

used in,assigning grade equivalents, to-aifferences in test content or for-'

mat', or to basic radal-sOcio-ecohomic differences.

To the extent that the underlying _ability or achievement is not equal

". among all the subgroups or the test is a poor' measure of the underlying

status,, the norms are ikappropriate for the excluded subgroup. Si4 the

former. case is not who,llyi consistent with notions of bias, vie can look at

Scene of the ways that' tests can be poor' measures of the underlying status.

In the construction, of test. instruments i useful to distinguish
1

between the norm sample Utilized for a test and the, pilot sample used in
/

developing the test. If the lot sample\ exclUdes subgroups (which it
it

ustially does, in an eff rt t increase the, ecOnomies of test development),

sO that the staiistic'al characteristics of the items reflect only, certain
. .19 subgroups, tien the'ltems'' .selected for tfie test will be items appropridte

(in terms of difficultjr, external.discriminability, and item c9ntent) for
,, / . . J

/14

the subgroup utilized.r As aa result, the eontent validity of the test may
. * / , ; ..be different for the different subgroups. But if we continue to assune

!

A

1 .1
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that the true performance ot ill :groups oVer the objectives of the test is
the same, then the process of item selection based orc a pilot sample from

one subgroup only is just as likely to yield higher or loWer content valid-

ity for the exauded subgroups. The pAsence df bias is always possible
.. 0 .

when a test designed for one group is given to another; that jsgan experi-
t . ..

- mental truism that transcends any issue of racial bias. Bt.it the bias is", ,

not a. systematic One; it ,does notconsistently or by design favor one group

. over another.

On the other hand, if it is assuined that some' ethnic grdUps' have lowerf
ability on a partidular objective than other _groups, then poor-norm sampling

.
can create or accentuate the bias. Many studies have found that score means

for racial minority groups aile lower rind standard deviations smaller than

thoSe for the majority white group., Were -this' phenomena constant for cer-
o

.

tain types of tests, then it Would follow that Iany.norming of the test must

Lve apProPriEiten subgroup representation if the bias is not toile enhanOed

or increased through use, a. the non-ling procedure. A disadvantaged minor-

ity student who takes a test notned on' white childrel will be givenfta score ,"

that is too far below .the mean because W the mean is artificially higti,

4d-sCore inits is artificially inflated be

(standard-deviation) is too Small. If the

and (2) the distance in stand

cause the unit of measurement

minority group is superior. to

-

the white norm group on the objective'per-

formance. the foregoinp function still holds; only the bias -will favOr the,
I.

idnority, group'. Such phenomena would cle2)rly 'not be .cises of test bias,
.

however; they would be cases of racial differences on the objectiveg under

consideration, merely being reflected by the test scores,
/ 4
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Item selection based on data 'frgn a pocrrly normed pilot_ sample, iri a
,

'situation where ethnic subgroups are assuméd to.be of unequal ability,
00

el

4

does riot by itself ensure'that there will be bias, ,There is. no reason 'to
: ,

believe that.the process will cause selection of items biased°in favor, of,

. the pilot group in such a may Vat the preexisting .differences between
, .

ethnic. groups 'arp systematically increased or decareased. Again, the cdntent

validity may be different fof 'different ethnic groupi.

nias Predictiye Validities. Certain tests may have. different pre-

dictive validities .for, different raciar groups by underpre4icting or by

overpredicting minority-group performance,/ Moderated prediction (Einhorne :

and *Bass, r971) May be Called for for the di ferent groups,* yielding differeilt.....

regression functions. This, differential validity proposition however; iS
4

basea upon the ineckalitjr (read- differences) in the subgroupi. Jn adation,

certain tests njay suffer in.'predictive validity due to inappropriateness of
. N.

compreilm-sion level 'or test Foritent.

Temp (1971) found that, 'employing the 'Scholastic Aptitude.Test (SAT)
- .

as a pret r of GPA, black and white regrgssion equations were different
.

.

0 .

and that ack GPA, when estimated,, from the utite regression'equation; was

overpredicted. This, two-pronged.approach addresses the issue of bias via

prediction in twoways.

and his white sample as

First Temp essentially considered his black sample
.

independent populations (therefore , not necessarily

equal, the same, or even similar), each giving rise to regression parameters

that could be compared for,-dif ferences. Second, the ,samples were considered
. .

to be Subsamples of the same populatibn; and,if raCe were the only selection

variable (and also not influencing regression phenomena), -the null hypoth-

esis would be that utilizing one sibgrdup's .regressibn'equation on anotherq

#

t
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scores and achievemen.ts would ,not retult in systematic.iin' der- or- oxer-.

, . , ..
predictiOn. pf ..course, itdid result in overniediction, but rac'e alode

o.
:4-.. _.

. .
-- o

.

may not have be-en the caute, as observed race *is cOnfounded by many social.
... .,.

and environmental variables.
`.

0

..

.
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Differendes ilk predictive validities were noted far the Negro and" -:,,
.. .

..

,.
white samples..in.rthe, study. by Goolsby. anii-..Frary (1970); , Such large- and.

..., I

'systematic differences were not noted when the study sample was regrodped.
. - .1 .

in terms of sex or schoolrreadinesi . The validity differences°, computed
. .. .

- separately for black and white groups, were-not, hoSiever, all/ in favor of.
"fr e' i

-*;iligher. predictability of the white samgle, in fact, 46 of 70 of the:valid-
..

ity coefficients were greater. fel' theThlack..sample-. *In a like manner,
. . la

Mitchell (1967) found about °an eIen split. (26 to.19) j.n, greater predictive
. .

i,41validities for black arid whitesampleg*, respectively-.
. f*Linn. and Werts (1971) discuss stone of -the technical problems atilat. may

,,----., Aiirt . e r

account for differences between sabgroup regression*.equationt.: These probi*
e .1 ,

..

las hre predictor unreliability and exolsion of afteain. predtCtori., .. ..

Linn and Werts are the first to explicitly point out the necessary.equaliti - .

of criierion performance in order to compare regrassion data to uncover the. . . .... .
effecfS/of, test bias. In *a similar manner, Thorndike (19f1) suggpsts. sev--,.

era] 'alttornaiives ior handling test bias, depending dp' on how.iieis defined,
,

but also suggests
/
that criterion bias may play a larger role in the observed,

, 1. .

sub-group, differences . Thorndike ' s concltis ion closely parallels tlie one we. ..

shall reach:

"If 'the criterion measure is 'itself biased on an unknown ditection
&Ind degree, .1c3 rational procedure can be' set up for' "fide use of-
the test. To detennine that test scoires ifi the two groups. predict
a given criterion radii& is fruitless if thee criterion rating does.
not really mean the same thing in' the major andiminor groups. And-
,by the same token, setting up group.quotas based on proportions in

. .

°e,
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previous major and minor groups, 'that have achieved -.a specified
criterion rating .is 'fruitless .if,the criterion rating Signifies
different things in the_ two groups .". (p. 70)

.,If, indeed, we rejEctathe tuitent definition of6test bias ,and are ,con- -*

sequeritly forced to accept .Critetion bias; :then Thorndike's conclusioris of
, .

.

ifar greater general consequmice than it it first appear s..
-

The. inveStigator'of test bias can determine the n4.ture of the bias a

4

,
test, as a zredictor, by examining those systervic ovet- oitunder-

-predictions of ,some criterion tperf ormance by the teft.... I'm order touncover
8 AP

1

any bias in the predfaor, ho*ever',. we Must assume that the distribution'of

crithrion performance of tee sample "(the minoriiy 'group that may lie being

detrimentally-assessed or classified by_the supposedly biasekpredictor)

it not itself aeitiiSsed-sampling 'on the criterion performance on te p.opula

don (the larger grempl.ppon -which tte validity of ihe test has bien deter::

Mined). ithat s m;alit here is essentially this:. V' we wish to determine

whether or not the ACMDReading Test is Wised fipti.the 'educational aise4-
e

Of IN 4

"ment and placement 01 yiOug black learners, or whetiler theACE,TyPing Test' .
'is biased for selection or promotion of Mexican-American:Clerical jbb ,appli-

. . 41

cants .,. it is necessary to accept,. the unbiased nature of the ."truei'' reaang
.

,

.
.-',--:::: -,'aptitude of the learners or the "trub" typing skill of thejob applicants.

. f.', '-'2 ,.4,,..,. j,,-, . . - ,
1-

It.l.s, 640.41 to 'assund that their "true" performance (not necessarily.

faulty.,4.measUres of It, for that canpounis the-problem) 'is in no way' sys-

tonaticialy different from the 'form cithe ;03pulaiion, or else one has to
1..

adjust":for those\ systematic. fifferences .(if they are bum or can be con;
1.. . ,

fiderit'ly estimated)

fn de is true is
,. N .

.,from both a statistical and an egalitarian point of view.

, e
. Whether.or"not,the assumption of equal criterion per-

. . , -

not known,' but it is a reasdnably. safe null hypothesis

,

,
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We can understand these cbniplqx phenomena more clearly if they are.

. ,1

illustrated through scatter plots, that are common1y used to represent val-. .,

. , ! ,

,. o'zidation data; Figure 1 illustrates such a Seatter plot,for a hypothetictl. , .
c-7. ..,

. , A0 . -

pop4ation, where each member't predictcir score .is erogs-tabulated with, hise .

0

10

je achigvement-Performance score, For the sake of. simp1.icity,.4et 's ,saji that' . .
r,
. V.. ,

,

$
the correlation (validity, coefficient) is +.60.

.,,_.

I.
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,

igüre -1
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Prediceiv.er.Validity 'Data for a PepUfalion
e.

e
.. .

.
The regreision'lthe R, has been &awn in Figure 1 to indicate the

P

?
. .. . O. ,i '

best estimate- (in a-geas:t-squares sOnse) of the critic rion score if enly the ,-

. \

e ef, % 6 .

:.predictor score is known (one merely locates ,the predict& score.en the .
.,. ,

. -,

horizontal,. axiS, projects that point straight. up .unti1 4 intersects .k;.and
. /..

then -projects the intersection -left to the critekkri scOre axis). Il one
.. ,- '

'wer--.1 to follow this procedure with any. random or stratified-random sample .--
^

;

S.
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- from the population, ,the predicted scores would, of course,'fall on the re-

gression line .ancr the actual criterion scores would be randomly distributed

above and below' the line. . While it is, moreover, safe to say mathenatically
.

that no matter what kind of Sample we select the predicted scores will fall.

on the regression line, it is pot so safe to say that the actUal criterion

score would also be Vindomly ditributed above and below that line.

But the assumption of the null h)ipothesis --- 'that criterion pckOrm-

ance is essentially equ among,all groups --- leads to the cenclusion that

non-random dqviaiens cf the predicted stores from the,regression line will
_

not generally-occur, except through raulty or .unlikely.sampling. Figure 2

illustrates the impOs3ibility of this phenomenon by posling-a case where there

appears- to be over:Trediction of success by the regressjon ecivation developed

from Figure 1.

-

41

Predictor Tect.Sttore

;Figure 2

Theoretical
,

Scatter:Plot of Piedictive_Validity Data fcra.
.Nanority Group °

12
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The reason that Figure 2 (or a figure with a_similar underpredictor

Ipias) cannot be expected to occur is that either demands, contrary to the

null'hypotheiis, restrictionlon the'range of criterion scores; after all,

in the first case (averprediction) te sample exhibits few high criterion

scores. OX4ses_of restriction of range of the predictor scores are dif-

ferent and are treated in a later section.) It becomes obvious that for

cases of either systematic aver, or under-prediction, we have-cases of

6iased criterion performance, not of biased test! 'It can be seen that

Cleary's (1968) definition bf test bias; f

_A test is.biased for meMbers of a-s bgroup,of the popu]ation if,
.in the prediction of a criterion for wtdch the test was designed,
consistent nonzero errors of prediction are made for menbers of
the subgroup. In other words, the test is biased if the criter-
ion score predicted fram the common regresSion line is consist7 ,

ently too high or too 16w for members of the subgroup. With this
definitiOn of bias, there May be a connotation of "urifair",-par
ticularly if the.uSe of the test produces a prediction that,is too
low. If the test is used in selection, members of a subgroup may

-'.be rejected when they were capable Of adequate performance.

is.really a definition of perforMance superiority or.deficit or of criterion-

bias, not of test bias..

Two alternative phenomena could-occur, however, that might indicate a

biased test; first differential prediction of the criterion, and second

truncation of the predictor score distribution. Since our null hypothesis

demands scores throughout the range of criterion performances, there are

only,three types of mispredictidh that could occur withpredictor having-
,

a full range of scores. These types are called "dulled" prediction, "mis-

prediction", and "reversed" prediction, and are graphically illustrated in

Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

13
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'Criterion
Performance
=Measure

Predictor, Test Score '

.Figure 3

Scaiter Plot of "Dulled" Preaetion Validity Data for a
Minority Group

Criterion .

Performance
Measure

.44

+

+ +//

,

4.

A j A_

Predictor Test Score

4

Figure 4

Scatter Plot of "Misprediction" Validity Data for a.
Minority Group
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Criterion
PerformanCe
Measure

t I

1,
c '

," 4.feo

.Piediotor Tdst Score

Figure 5

Scatter Plot of "Re Versed" Prediction ValidityData for -a
Minority Group

It could be said_that the casb of dulled-prediction (Figure 3), where

law scores are systematically overestimated and high scores are systemati-
.

cally underestimated, ,is not really what we think of as bias at all; merely

a case where prediction based upon population data is not as good as it

bised upon sample data.. The Same is true for misprediction as illustrated

in Figure 4, where no bivariate distribution l(or one with a correlation '

smaller than +.60) appears to support'the population regression. Rever sed

prediction is only a little closer to our notion of bias. .Here low scorers

are underpredicted and high scorers are ovetpredicted.. Selection or pre-

diction in this case will maximize personal injustice and personnel inef=

ficiency, of codrse.

The phenomena that are more obviously examples of bias occur when .

there is truncation of the k distribution of, predictor scores, either at the

higher extreme ,(more commo nly expected) or at the lower extreme- The

15
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ajeffecti of 'strcri'pruncations On prediction are potentially widely varied.

' 134 One doesAit have to look ai validity data to determine such bias; a
,
simple 'test of :tile differences of the predictor scores .for the minority

subgroup willOreVeal this bias mOre sensitively and more accurately.

Goihg back to tleary's (1968) definitiv of bias, above, we can look

at regression lines for subgroups separately and ccenpare them,, both as

13

-ow' the5, predictre unbiased criterion' performance and as to how each ub-

;..., group's predicted performance systematically under or over-estimate§ its
"

.:.° -and otherr;'sdbgroups' actual 'performances.
,

is

0,

\

In the-first case, where the subgroup zegressiori is coinpared to .che pop- .

ulation regression, the' iihenomena described above obtain" the only difference

being thatregressions, are computed and compared instead of noting scat er-

plot differences. Likewise, in the second case, where subgroups' regres,sions

are compared.and systematitally cross-validated on other subgroups, the same

phenomena occur.

Miat emerges from this exhaustive review of the possibilities of bias

in' prediction is this: if-criterion performance is unbiased and equal across

subgroups,. predictor studies can reveal only trivial examples of test bias .
e.

e ley to:the meaning of this conclusion is, of course, the assuned unbiased

1 criterion performance. To the extent that the "true" criterion per-

.fonnance is ,not eTal among subgroups, or Jneasurements of the performance are

not equal (biased), .then all the classical approadres to predictor bias take
.

on meaning ---- but usually the' wrong meaning; 'the criterion is biased, not

the predictor.

In terns of describing what happens when there r. bias irt the criterion

performan ce or its measures, there is no value in mak ig distinctions betWeen

16

.
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the population and one (majority) subgroup (the distinction is certainly

cpcial, but not to th, development of the prediction events to be aescribed).

For this irea4son1 "population" Will be used to represent either the real' pop/

ulation or* the kajority subgroup, and "subgroup" will apply only to c ine of

Xhe minority subgroups. Given these dePinitions, two criterion performances
f

are possible (equality being discuped above); eithel the population pbrform-..
anCe is better Olen thaof for the subgroup, or it is worse. . )

If the population pergormanCe (or its measUrej is better than that for

the subgroup (caused by hereditary 'or environmental selection bi- effects),
<

scores on a. valid predictor for the population can-appdar to be biased in two,

Ways.. Whetyfthe predictor is .also valid for, the subgroupig4ril6 shows what:
. .

. will .odCur. When tne prediction,equation developed' from 'the population.

used for members .of the subgroup, ttie proCedure will overpredict the success,

41 <

r'

a.

14 .

.-1.-,/+,
Criterion + +/.. .,PeVormance 0 +, + ,e
Measure . + .t,' + ...

.
.,:%+. + = population ;coke .

+ + ..'
+ + /** 7+. = subgrOup score .`

R = population regression+/ ,
+ i + ,' RI= subgroup regression

,. ,,',.

I.

., Predictor Test Score

/*
Figure 6

't
Scatter Plot of PredictiVe Validity Data for a Test Valid .for the

Criterion Performance

I.

, 4
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of the subgroup,.causing the selec subgroup people who WoUld not be

selected from the population and who/have a high probability Of not meeting

'performance criteria standards. When theprediction equation deteloped from

the subgroup is applied to merbers of the population,'the success of populi-

tion members will be underpredicted, causing the rejection of the population

prple who would be selected from the population and who have 'a high proba-

.
bility of meeting performance criterion standards.

When the predictor is not valid for the

formance is better than'that for the subgroup

15

subgroups Ind the Opulation per-

(illwtrated in Figure.7), w over-

predict population _performance by utilizing the subgroUp regression; the error of
, . .

prediction being systematically larger for high scorers than for low scorers.

- In the event that tne subgkoup performance (or its measure) is better. .

ea,I.

than that foi the population (an infrequently observed phendmenpn) the errors

Criterion
Performance
Measure

. nr

Predictor Test Score.

Figure 7

+ 12*,-pepnlatscore
. zeübgrOup5core

S'

R 2 portiation regrescion
R'n subgroup regression

Scatter Plot of Predictive Validity Data" for a Test Valid
for the Population and Invalid for the Subgroup, with the

Subgroup being Lower on the Criterion Performance.,

18



of prediction will be in the opposite direction uf those discussed aboie.

What emerges.fram this review of the poslibilities of bias in predic-
.

Xion is this: If the criterion performance (or its measures) is Biased for
.. I

. one group, prediction studiei will invariable feveal the apparent and oppo-

site bias in the predidtors for that. group.

The final set of cases ir.. which tests, as predictors, can be investi-

gated for bias occurs when both the criterion performance and the predictor

scores are different between groups. 'Four such sets of inequalities can oc-
,

cur, in degrees, but consideration of them:will be limited to .extreme exam-

lolei for ilulposes 'of clarity. .

When criterion performanc:v (or its measure) is higher for 'the population

than for the subgroup and, predictor scores are also.higAer for the popaation,

16

-;

the situatibm is illustrated.in Figure 8. In part this situation will not

Criterion
Perfarmance ".

.°MeasUre

.

,4`..

.d. + 7 0/ ,.

+

4. /
. 46.11" +

+ + = population score
,+' + '

+ - ...1 -i . L": subgroup score -
,

_ +7'+ R = Aspulation regiession
41-',/

. R'te subgroup regr(ision..

Predictor. Test Score

Figure 8

Subgroup, with the Population Superior to the Subgroup on !loth
the Predictor and the Criterion Measures

_
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/

yield effects different
/

from thoSe associated with.Figure 5, Withthe excePtion
. . . ,

i .

that still fewer subgroup individuals will be Selected (altbough it is.also
/

17

,

true that fewer of the selected-subgroup inda&duals will fail).* The opposite,
.

of course, is.tru% in theeunlikely situation that subgroup standings on both cr1-
1

'16.pIcer th opion performance and predictor measure are higher thap those for uldtio n.
w

In the case where the subgroupil predictor score is higher than that for

the population, but it criterion measure is lower (as illustrated.in Figure 9),
. 4

,

there would be a great overprediction of'the suCcess of the subgroup membereyd

. ,

a large number of failures in performance;.a case pf'charitable disservice.

In the oPOosite case, where the gubgroup's predictor kores are Iver

° but its criterion measures arehigher than the population's, we 'lvvel,the,
. .

. N- .
sc ohultimate n uncharitable disservice --- too many subgroup indi.V.duals o.

A.;

would be successful

. Criterion
PeOormance
isile0-ure

4111.
1. 4 .
1:1

will not be selected.

;A. +.

+/'
/1

/1 ,

4-

+
4- 4-

0'

4- population score
= oup scoie

ft = ulation regressi;n
R I= ubgroup reiression

. %

_/.
' Predictor Test Score ,

Scatter Plot of Predictive Validitk Data for the Population and the
Subgroup, with the Population Superior to the Subgroup .on the 2

Criterion Measure, but.Inferior on the Predictor Measure



.
From these ieviews it can be seen that test bias can' only be demonstrat-

. . -
.ed through prediction when the criterioA.itself is unbrased;..bias of the pre-

dictor alone will not be uncovered by predictive-validity studies for differ-

ent subgroups of the population.,

Iriternal Explanations of Tesc Bids
_

A second approacil to the identification of bias is throtifh die -ahalysis

of test-internal characteristics... The test*.theattelves are anaIyzed.,against

rcial-ethnic groups to determine inherent test chailtteristii:,s that-may
N,

cause br explain the bias effect.
..,

t
Differential factor Structures. Certain tests may have differentjac.- '

tor structures for different ethnic groups which cduid account for di-ffer.4;-:-. " .. . ,, . -
. ,....,,

. ,

ences in observed stores. i Goolsby/and Frary (1970),Idund fiast such factor

, structure differtinces,--but their factors were largelydeterm..tRed by achieve- ,, .-:,. sN

ment ineasureVan0 their predictors, predictive validities known to be.dif--..

ferent for the two groups *of' white and black school-'4hildren.
I

On the other, hand,' numerous studies Arralcate ihat there is 1.6 differ-
,N

k,--

ence 4n the factor- structure df intellectual abilities among thee racial

groups . These studies find relatively invariant. factors aniong groups; usu- ,, s

-.
,

ally with one or twb-cultura-bound factors of a verbal sort:(indkating
,

language fluency'or Conmon experiences)" also' found. Vandenberg 41959) , i..
... . ' .- , -

.hii systemcitic study of racial differences and similarities, found that . -.
0 . I

Chihese students in the U.S.A. 'exhibited the saMe-Afactor structori on
!, , I

Thurstone's FMA tests as American , students. In a later study (1907), Van-.
, ,

aenberg foudd high agreement of fact6i structure betweenfiSouth American and

Chinese students using the sane test battery.

,Guthrie (190.3)Vound,:that Philippine wemen college students exhibited
. .,

factozs Very simildfRiTI, fitii4cfound nwestem culture. Johnson (1969) .
, .

.. . 44...
s- .6

,

c
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found educational abilities and aptitudes factoriaily invgiant with scores /

from subjects in Rhodesia and Zambia; and El Abd (1970) found similar. factors
-of .intelligence in samples of East African students. and American samples.

El Abd concluded that there are no basic. differenceS in_the structUre of in-,
,tell4gence across the races.- -

.
'Iddressing the issue of socio-economic level, 'which is a potenttal

I

cagre for any observed differences, among the races,. MCGaw and Jtireskog (1970)

.utifned a. large sample from the Project TALENT study, and diirid6d the high

school students iinto fouf groups on the basi, Of high and law intelligence

and high'and low socio-economic status. -Factor analysis of 21 aptitude-Tt

scores revealea4milar factor scores across all four groups, but fact or in-
,

.

terrelatedness was found to be higher'in the high intelligence groups..
, f 1 P. J.

'-. Differential Test Sdores.. Tea' bias may be defined hs the interaction .
, .

.

of
,
race and test in an analysis of ir,ariance or by-other tests for the .Signif-

*
icance of differences in means or standard deviations among_groups. These--. .

statistical techniques' use the scotos of individuals from avariety of races.
.

on. a variety of testA,.determinethe amount- of variation in scOres.that i ,'

accounted for by differences ill the test alone, the amount accounted for by

differences th the races alone, and theamodnt attributable to some canbina-
.

tion-of interaction of:6;th -race and test differences. The approaches do .
not addreis questions of equality of test or equalitir of races; they look in-

stead to significant differences among test scores and races and e. threfore
.

,...t= ..,
, will determine only which tests are relatively more or less biased for which

. . .

groups'. The- ultimate question of whether or not there is a bias goes tin,
. _ .. 1,

.1 answered. yhe logistiCs involved in this approach are fairly staggering;

each test under consideratiop should be/given to each subject. The minter*



"v.

.of subjectuwauld'have to be witelarge in order that other variables

sociotconamic Status, parent education level) be controlled. Further7.
,

.more as noted by Eagle and Hfirris (1969), who used this approadh in a smaLl-

20

scale study:

"Though this study strongly suggests the operation of-,
significant Testtx Culture interaction effects,*the specific
stest-tharacteriStics:(content, cognitive function,, technical
features-such ag%speed, etc.) and specific.socib-cultural
.characteristics. (ethnicity, ecenanic class, attitudesonental
ability level) which marioe'entering into these interactions,
havejlot;heen examined:"

,

such-control problems as these do, hoWever, inhere in all studies.ubere

racialr-sOcio-Cultural char cterlstics, arelXamined.'. The effects of
. lack of

' control are simply tore a arent when small samples of examinees are employed.

A siMplified yersion Of differential score approach is,,of cour7, to

merely.compare.test scores -between groupsk,'Jhe'control problems will dis-.
,

. , .

L),.,alfsc7 incisive.investigationAnto any nat(ire-ntitture issues, but will,conT_

centrate instead:upon the observable phendhenaof score differences. Such
j 4 q

.total scere-differeces have b4en observed fOr a.long time and in a fairly.
P .

-
cbnsistenta.manner, but they not answer tluest ons of.bias.

4

.Differential Item Scor n the item am oach.to bias (exemplified

by Cleary-and Hilton; 1968)p subjects from various races would take cae cam-

/

mon test, and the variations in their item scores wOUld be analyzel; some of
,

,

.the'variations wbuld be due to difference in itens (soie items are,more dif-
.

ficult.than,others); same variations would be -due to.rhce one grouP might,

have higher.apparent intellectual or achieveMent.status than 'anTd

same vaiiation Would be due twinteraction of:itemiand race (s04 items might'be

relatively more difficu t for one race.than.for another), and'uould there-
, .

fore'show
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4

if

s

.
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21,

. /-
i

. It should be noted tere.that this apvrOach adopts.a unique definitim ,..

.of what bias isthe,depitition almOgt solely'dictated-by the intent of

Cleary and-Hilton's study.,' That study.was directed, like.the'one'to be re--
11.

' ...ported later',:at finding thl parameters;)of biasedness,'an approarl which, lt

..
,

. .U , can-be,yelaltivet The rel4tilye nature is most evident in the fact that
. .

items -can onlY show bias in .relation to other items TOT' example , A, 1 -

exhibited-highly,siglificant differences In difficulty over two racial grOupS,
,

t,
.

it would not,be conSidered biased (in the.relatiVe'5ensb). unless that differ-.

. eace is different from thebther item diffeivnces.
. ,

Definingbias .in this.manner neCessarily exCludes some portionqpossibly
. , .

. , ,

_most) of-what.it.is that bias is (i,e, the'overalf and ConsisteAt'Unfair 'cli:f. .
,4

' ' J. ". ..,.
fetences.in-scores over the radial group). Thwmethod will uncOver distinc- '

k .-

: 2t l

Oxe or unique-bias effects but Wilf.leave unnoticedthe overriding bias.' .

..

,
..- , ^, - .......

..
,

ef2ect, :' ch is,,incidentally, the subject of. majOr sociai'cdncern., The
.-

, --
1.chope ofcourse, that by isolating-tany of the.unique bias effects over

q.

Anany studies,:there will beg.onvergence upon the overall'bids effect.-

.. .

'Onde biased-items are id*ified (items'contributing-to the significant .;

' item x-race 1nteractl6p)4two4Ad be.pOSSible_tb make hypotheses'about why
". .

'they are biasea% Thesehypotheses.aUld be- verifiedby.field testing it'ems

.14ith the same;kind of characteristics, to.see if they yieldhigh-itemrbygrace

interactiOns in analysis of'variance:

Isolating the biaSed OT differentially differentiating items 'shouldlead,

'to the study.of.their 4aiacteristics.that might undefly the observed bias.
11,

Bornstein and Chamberlain (1969) have 3nVestigated one such item character:

a-
istic-difficulty of the language of items.. Their result's indicated that mere

simplification of item language does not significantly,reduce tfie observed

. racial differences;
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The Present Study

.11

.
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_....rfCSE chose to define,bim as,an item by raCe.ifiteraction in an anal--

, YA1S-of-variance,design. Subjects from vatious *races would take one common

1 .

test, and theivariations in their iteni scores would be-analyzed; s'ome of the
. .

, .
. ,

variatians would be due to differences in itemso(some itemsare more dj,fri-
. . r

'cult than;others); someyariation would be due to race (one group miglt haVe
, .

higfier ariParent intellectual or achievement status than another); and soma

yariation would be due to interaction of item and race (some items might 15-6

?

relatively more difficult, for one race than'for another), and would therefore°

show bias.

In order:to obtain the initial informatim'About item by race interac-

4

tion, the-Stanford Achievement Test,,Paragraph Meaning subtest (Form W,

Primary II-Battery) was administered to 172 third.griders at'two integrated
..

elamentary.schools'in a.large dalifornia school°district. 'The sample in-
,

cluded 26 white students,-20 blacks64 Mexican-Americans, and 37 Orientals.

Fifteen others-were:deleted from the analysis. this grouping of children is
, .

,

anthropologically,'sociologically, and,economically impure,,but does account

fairly well.for the constellation of characteristics.frequently cited as in-
,

volved in bias. The'data wcuid be used to validate theepredictionl, of item

by race interaction and to uncover the item characteristics gat appear to

be involved.in effdcting the apparent bias.

F-ritios were obtained to determine which items Showed significant dif-

ferences between ethnic groUps. Of the 60 items on the subtest, 21 4.tems .

showed'differences letween ethnic'groups significant at the .001 level; thir-

teen other items were significant at the .01 level. Since-there were four.

groups (with six possible

Range Test (lAncan, 1955;

4".

comparisons between pairs of groups), Duncan's Multiple ,

1957) was applied to seemhich of the pairs of relatioltshiin
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were signfficant.. The results, presented in'Table 1, show that most of the

significant differences are cite to differences between the scores of Orien-
a-

tals vs. Mexican-Americans (37 items) and/or Orientals ys. Blacks (28 items)..

WO
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On only 3 items are there significant iiifferences between black and lite.

The results fOr this particular swage, indidate that there is considerable
t -item by race interaction. This interaction may be due dither to item bias or,

to rad characterfstics (confounded by the'social 'and economic peculiarities of
,)

this tirvivO sample), or to both.° An 'assumption that significant differences.
, ,

. ^ .

are due to bias jnherent in the items would lead us ib the implausible conclu-

sion that the test was drawn up to be biased in favor of Orientals, for few.
...

. -;3 .

significant differres are found 'involving whites, and many are found involving:-
,

t

Orientals.
.

It is more likely that the results of the study are influenced unduly by

the "characteristics (racial, social, or economic) of the sample ;used. There

was no control for socioeconomic status, intelligence, or any variable other

than obsei-vable race. Because these variables were not controlled, we °are

dealing with an item by (race + IQ + SES) interaction, with no way to-separate

the, effects of the variables .

Linear regressions. (used to predict scores of one group, given the

, equations from the other) were coMputed for each of the six pairs of racial

groups. Results axe ieported in Table 2. The raw data were item difficulties

for the racial group on the 60 items in the test. Each of the regressions

. involving the Oriental group had a relatively large intercept; this may'have

been due to the,ceiling effect, limit ng Oriental scores at the upper end. ,The .

'mean scorefor the Oriental group was ip. perfect score on 12 percent of.the iiems.

Both the z.;1.ripe and the intercept are af.ected by this ceiling' effect. liiniting

the interpretability of ,the regressiOn equation. V

.. 4
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TABLE 1

Item Means for Racial Grows, F-Ratios among the Means,
and Post-Hoc Pair Comparisons between Racial Groups

24

Item Item Means F-Ratio
DF=153.3

Significant Differences

Wa B M 0 W W ii BB
U

M

tI

1 .85 .73 .73 .95 2.70
2 .85 .60 .72:: .97 5.63* x x
3 .92 .73 .69 ;89 3.27
4 .96 .70 .77 1.00 6.18" x x
5 .88 .83 .t3 .89 .35

6 .69 .60 .69 .89 2.74 ._

7 .85 .77 .67 vi .84 1.67
8 .85 .83 .75 ,.8? 0.84
9 .g6 .83 .77 E.95 3.10

1Q .81 .64 .67 .92 1.55 x x

11 .73 . .67 .61 .89 3.23 . x
12 .92 - .67 .72 .87 2.82
13 .81 .80 .70 .95 2.94 x
14 .96 .83 .88 1.00 2.62
15 .85 .70 .78 ' 1.00 4.29* x

16 .96 .73 .75 1.00 5.93** . x x
, 17 .81 , .43 .61 .89 7.14** x x x
18' . .77 .60 .66 1.00 6.91 x x
19- .8.5 .60 .64 .97 6.82f x x
20 .8.5 .70 .63 .89 3.68 x

21 :69' t., .60 .47 .84 5.10* x
22 .92 , .70 .69 .97 5.82** x x
23 .81 .67 .53 .92 6.81** x x
24 .77 , .70 .70 1.00 4.96* x x
25 .77 .47 .53 .92 8.21** x x

26 ..65 .47 .59 ..95 7.36** x
27 .69 .50 .67 .89 433* x
28 .69 .47 .61 .89 5.29* x

, 29
30

.73i

.52
.41
.47

.52

.47
.76
.65

3.38
1.16 ,,...,., .

-

31 .58 .40 .55 .70 1 2.11
32 .46 -.40 '.36 .62 2.32
33 .62 .40 .50 .78 4.18* x x
34 .77 .53 .69 .73 1.46
35 .73 .60 .59 .95 5.65* x x

aW = white, N = 26; t = black, N = 30; M = Mexican-American, N = 37; 0 = Oriental,

N = 37
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Table 1 (continued)

Item Item Means F-Ratio
_

*.Significant Differences

1( M
DF=153.:. W

FT

W B
ZY

B

g
M

36 .58 .53 .39 .84 '7.06** x
37 .62 .37 .42 .87 9.01** x x
38 .77 .63 .73 1.00 545* x x
39 .77 .47 .66 .95 7.38** , x x-
40 .81 .53 .61 .95 6.93** ' x x

41 .77 .53 .47 .$4 6.21** x x
42 .69 .53 .42 .73 3.92* x
43 .69 .40 .55 .89 7.40** x x
44 .73 .47 .56 .89 6,.13** 1 x x .

45 .46 .23 .33 .60 3.89 x x

46 .65 .57 .39 .73 4.43* N x
47 .54 .43 .33 .76 6.55** x x
48 .35 .33 .39 .68 395* . x x x
49 .54 .40 .34 .51 1.72
SO .54 .30 .41 .62 2.87 .

,

51 .46 .23 .36 .40 1.18
52 .58 .33 .34 .65 ' 4.28* x
53 .92 .43 .55 .68 5.98** x
54 .65 .33 .38 , .76 7..25** x x .

55 .58 .37 .44 .92 10.99** x x x

56 .38 .30 .14 .38 3.31
0

57 ,23 .30 , .33 .32 0.30
58 .27 .17 .19 .32 1.14
59 .54 .47 .39 .62 1.81
60 .23 .17 .27 .65 8.72 x x

* significant at .01

** significant at .001

F > 3.91

F > 5.70 '



Table 2

item Reeession Data for Six Racial Pairings

Whites '(W) and Blacks (B) .

Regression: B = .789 W = 4030
Standard error of regression coefficient: .067
CorrelationwB: .841
Items more- than 2 58 standard error units froeregression

. 'line: 8, 13, 17, 53

Whites (W) and Mexican-Americans (M)
Regression M = .797 W. = .004

error of regression coefficient:
Correlatio .870
Items more

.059

2.58, standard error units from regression
line: 53, 56

Whites (W) and Orientals (0)
Regression: 0 = .764. W = +.279
Standard error of regression/coefficient: .074

Correlatio .805 -,

Items more,,,1Eari 2.58 standard error units from regression
'line: 51, 53, 55, 56,. 60 ..,

Blacks (B) and Mexican-Aniericans (M)
Regression: M = .821 B = .118
Standard error, of regression coefficient: .007 i-.,,

Correlationm: .851 .

Items more Than 2.58 standard error unit§ from regression
line: 46, 56

Blacks (B), and Orientals (0)
Regression: 0 = .727 B = .429
Standard error of regression coefficient: .090
Correlationw: .727
Items more nazi 2.58 standard error units from regression

line: 56, 57 .

Mexican-Americans (M) and Orientals (0)
Regression: 0 = .846 M = .346
Standard error, of regression coefficient:
Correlationw: .816 . .

Items more "ilian 2.58 standard error units from regression-,.. line: 51, '57

.079'

'NO
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. , .

In linear regressioh, a graph of: the scores for each item should show
.

.
.. ..

..
most scores lying near the regression line. The scores for sane items,

. ,
, .

hcwever, Wyi. 11 be far fran thesiregression line because one group's scolle on

an item may be nuch` greater (Sr less than ..expected; When thI occurs, we

nust assume that theTe are-forces 'atwork affecting the- group's score ay

that -item, which -are not affecting (as greatly) scores by other grotks on
4*

that item. The criterion for deciding' that an item score is "far" fran the

regression line is that it be distant from the regression line greater than

,2.58 times the standard error of the regressibn coefficient. This criterion

41.

eliminates 991 of the items in 'a nonnalV.distributed sample.

The Stanford-Achievement Test - Paragraph Meaning consists of items

that involve the examinee's making of logical implications fromi a reading

selection, sometimes by roferring back to specific, wordings, .ani then Choos-

ing w rds (from four relatively equally attractive alte atives) to lete

senten es continuing fran the given selection. Since an the items ra

consist ntly conform to this description, it seemed useless to analyze IjLas

effects n terms of item intellectual processes. Instead, the item contents

were inspected to see if the subject matter of the item content, either
, , .

through kncwledge, relevance; or interest' 'might. meaningfully 6rrespon'd
.

to score differences. Utilizing the regression approach that underlies

Table 2, item contents for each racial group were Inspected..

White/Black Item Differences. Blae.k Students score higher than expected

on items 8 and 13. These items are concerned Nith televisipn and cowboys on

television. The white students, score higher than expected on items 17' and

53 concerned with sledding weather and supermarkets, respectivi. The dif--

ferences uncovered in this comparison could be related to experienc z. and

relevanOe. to the separate groups.

to.
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White/Mexican-American Item Differences. White students do better than

expected on items 53 and 56 of the test. The first Item is Concerned with

supermarkets and the second`with ccaparisons of physical sizes of boys. The

physical size item is, however, slightly tricky --- the wording leads one to.

an incorrect alternative. (it is possible that more socially treatened stu-

nts will respon e way t appears correct - consequently

led). The group experience and relevance hypothesis could also be operating

in this comparison.

White/Oriental Item Differences. Oriental students score higher than_
expected on items 55 and 60.1 The' first item is highly imolicational andis

;

concerned with the misnomer of Greenland. Item.60 is concerned with copy-

rights,-but also involves the making of abstract implications. White.stu-

dents score higher than expected on items 51, 53, and 56; items concerned

withlarming, supermarkets, and conparing of physical sizes of boys. While

the experience-relevance hypothesis is reasonable 'for explaining the whittls'

item-relative superiority, it is not very compelling as an explanation of

the Orientals' perfo ce. 7-

KazIc/Mexicaii-American Item Differences. Black students do better than

expected on items 46 and 56; arris concerned with Mt. Vernon and comparing

physical sizes of boys, respectively. With the ezy.eption that blacks may be

more size-conscious than Mexican-Americans (doubtful, because of the pressures

of "machismo" in the 1,Wer (ulture) the experience-relevance hy'pothesis does

not hold up in this comparison.

Black/Oriental Item Differences. Blacks score higher than exPected on

items 56 and 57, both concerned with canparing physical sizes of boys. It
is difficult to hypothesize a tmique relationship between racial size dif-

ferences and, item response consistencies.
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Mexican-American/Oriental Item Differences. Mexican-Americans score

higher than expected on items 51 and-57; concerned with farming and, canparing

physical sizes of boys, respectively. If the experience-relevance hypothesis

holds here, we would have to note the consistent tendency for other groups

.to score higher_than predicted-onitansinvolving-sizeconparisonsViThbYri

they are compared to the Orientals:-)

The evidence from this study is not overwhelmingly in favor of the

hypothesis that the differential familiarity, relevance, and. interest

atousing aspects of items underlie the observed group differences.

, Summary_

This report had as its original intent, the development of procedures

to codify the =cunt and nature of bias that inheres in standardized tev,s,

so -that Center evaluations of the tests could be modified for different ra-
,

cial-ethniegroupsr Various methods for establishing the existence and

nature of test bids are discussed, with the anclusion that test bias can-
. .

not be conclusively danonstrated in a wholly satisfactory manner. One

method was nonetheless selected and app ed to test items aistered to

two field-test schools for the purpose of nvestigating bias. The results-

of that small-scale study are discussed, bitt do not offer canpelling reasons

for the observed racial-othnic ciffferences.
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